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STUDENTS’ POWER ABILITIES  
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National University «Lviv Polytechnic» 

 
Abstract. Purpose: to substantiate and realize modern electronic technological means for perfection of test control 
of students’ power abilities in special health groups. Material: materials of students’ test control have been used 
in the research. Results: we have developed electronic system for test monitoring of students’ power abilities.  
Besides, we showed possibilities of innovative automated methodic application for test monitoring of students’ 
power abilities.  Strict regulation of monitoring significantly decreases dispersion of error and raises reliability of 
test. The mentioned monitoring system removes dependence of result on teacher’s subjective perception of 
information. Conclusions: Implementation of the offered system of monitoring of students’ power abilities’ 
functional state ensures promptness of confident testing results’ reception. It will facilitate effectiveness of control 
in students’ physical education.    
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Introduction1  

Practical realization of test control of power abilities in physical education of special health group (SHG) 
students envisages certain metrological provisioning. Such provisioning is most important element of control 
system in the course of physical education [2, 5, and 6]. Metrological provisioning of test control in physical 
education of SHG is presented as complex of means and methods, scientific-technical and organizational-methodic 
measures. All these are directed on ensuring of quality of system itself [11, 12]. The latter is characterized by 
combination of properties, ensuring reception of measurements’ results with required accuracy, confidence and 
reproducibility [5, 6]. 

The available as on to day results of empiric researches show that test control methodic for power abilities 
in SHG physical education do not permit confident indicators [1, 2]. It was found that means of informational 
provisioning of SHG physical education monitoring have a number of significant disadvantages [9, 10].  

Analysis of power abilities’ testing results showed that existing methods and organizational forms of their 
control are characterized by informational unambiguity, absence of objective measuring indicators, possibility of 
specialist’s subjective influence on results of control [1, 10]. Thus, it is practically impossible to conduct 
objectively testing and receive confident results of monitoring. In this connection the problem of ensuring of SHG 
students power abilities’ test control objectivity has been significantly actualized. Considering importance of 
conclusions and received results of test control such direction of researches seems to be rather significant.  

At present time leading specialists in the branch [2, 9, 14, and 17] raise question about significant 
reconstruction of test control metrological provisioning in SHG physical education. In a number of works [10, 11, 
15] it was showed that such approach was conditioned by its decisive significance for physical education of such 
groups’ students. In other works [1-5, 17] demand in searching of ways for increasing of tests’ objectivity and 
requirements to confidence of information with the help of modern technologies is noted. It is considered that 
technical principles of this problem in physical education of SHG students require scientific perfection, 
considering achievements of modern technique [1, 9, 10, and 12]. Specialists say about absence of diagnostic-
measuring devices in test control. It significantly weakens its effectiveness [1, 2, 4–12]. Therefore, one of 
promising direction of physical education’s perfection of students with health abnormalities is working out and 
practical realization of new innovative highly effective technologies of test control [9, 10]. 

As per the data of scientific literature [1, 9, 11], to comply with metrological requirements of control 
methodic it is offered to come to qualitatively new measurement system. In opinion of leading specialists in he 
branch [8–10, 15, 17], modern level of electronic devices’ development creates pre-conditions for solution of 
complex of tasks of test control. Implementation of technical innovations in test control of students’ power abilities 
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is regarded as mechanism of removal of most of problem factors. In their basis there is integrating technology of 
multiple functions in single automated system [3, 5, 8, and 15]. 

Considering the above mentioned we think it purposeful to study innovative automated methodic of test 
monitoring of SHG students’ power abilities test monitoring in context of modern electronic devices.  

Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods  
The purpose of the research is substantiation and realization of modern electronic technological means 

for perfection of power abilities’ test control in SHG.  
The tasks of the work:  
1. To determine peculiar features and disadvantages of existing methodic of testing of SHG students’ 

power abilities.  
2. To create method of SHG students’ power abilities’ control, in which it could be possible o realize 

operative testing of its state and to receive confident data.  
The methods of organization of the research: we used methods of analysis and synthesis, abstracting, 

formalization and simulation. The research was conducted on the base of physical education and “Electronic 
devices” departments of National University “Lviv Polytechnic”.  

Results of the research  
Let us note that in system of physical training power abilities, by their structure and assessment, are 

presented as the most multi-components parameter, comparing with other motor abilities [2, 8]. Therefore, it 
complicates the system of their monitoring.  

One of effective methods of power abilities’ assessment in SHG is measuring of their condition with the 
help of inertia dynamograph [1, 5, and 14]. In the course of such control the level of dynamic power efforts is 
registered. However, application of this device has a number of significant disadvantages. They reduce 
metrological authenticity of such monitoring.  

In compliance with theoretical principles, in such case standardizing of control process shall be ensured. 
Strict regulation of monitoring process substantially reduces dispersion of error and increases reliability of test [4-
6]. Main disadvantages of such test are absence of standardizing by parameters of student’s initial position. The 
latter is caused by certain dependence of physical education specialist’s subjective perception. In such cases 
student shall observe standardized position of upper shoulder belt. This position id set visually in the process of 
monitoring. Besides, there is rather high probability of error in confident determination of force vector in the 
course of students’ fulfillment of test.   

Using potentials of modern electronic technique, we worked out programmed electronic system of 
monitoring of students’ power abilities’ functional state [16]. By automated measurement and information 
transmitting to electronic protocol we tried to shorten time losses, increase test’s confidentiality and weaken 
influence of human factor on monitoring results.   

Electronic system has a form of drum (see fig.1), provided with system of return to initial position. The 
system has a cord, with one end fixed on the drum. At the second end of cord there is a sensor, fixed on student’s 
arm. Directly near the drum there is highly accurate laser sensor of movement.  

Sensor was chosen because of its advantages in comparison with other elements. Among them there are: 
high accuracy, minimal dimensions, speed of action (high speed of responsiveness to movement) and high 
resolution. It facilitates effective application of such sensors for construction of means of control. Technological 
principle of laser sensor is based on analysis of movement process. Chip calculates coordinates. Besides, laser 
beam permits to set maximal accuracy of movement. With it, frequency of reading is much higher in comparison 
with other technologies [18–20]. 
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Fig.1. Structural diagram of monitoring of power abilities’ functional state: 1 – subject of monitoring; 

2 – sensor; 3 – cord; 4 – drum; 5 – laser sensor of movement; 6 – system of sensor’s fastening; 7 –

electronic calculation device.   

 
Processing of sensors’ electric signals and their visualization is provided by appropriate software. After 

exercise maximal result in physical units is displayed. Contact and interaction with computer is realized with the 
help of standard Bluetooth. Dynamic force efforts of student in fulfillment of test task cause drum’s turning, which 
is registered by sensor of movement. Drum returns to initial position by return mechanism.  

Control method [16] is realized by sensor with cord, fixed on student’s arm. Other end of cord is fixed in 
drum’s return mechanism. Laser sensor of movement is installed on drum. Under dynamic force efforts sensor 
signals are transmitted to electronic system. The system register signal of exercise’s fulfillment and the result. The 
received data goes to electronic calculation device. Processing of this signal is fulfilled with the help of specially 
developed software.   

Control over dynamic of power abilities in physical education is accompanied by a lot of information. 
That is why we thought it purposeful to make statistical processing of results also automatic. It permits to display 
results in digital or graph form on monitor.  

Discussion  
Methodic of control often give inaccurate information. It results in mistakes in controlling physical 

education process in general. Results of our researches confirmed the data of other authors [1–4, 9–12, 15, 17] that 
existing methodic of test control do not permit to receive objective indicators of the tested parameters. It results in 
not confidentiality of testing. In this case there is certain dependence of teacher’s subjective perception of 
information. Besides, it hinders obtaining of confident testing results. As a result they can not witness about 
effectiveness of the used training means.  

Analysis of theoretical principles of test control [1–17] permits to conclude that its basis is objective 
principle of result’s obtaining. In this case effectiveness of physical education course is assessed on the base of the 
received result. Certainly, efficiency of control system’s functioning in the whole to large extent depends on 
confidentiality and promptness of monitoring information.  Basing on this information managing decisions are 
taken. Accuracy, reasonability, and objectivity of teacher’s correcting actions are determined by intensity and 
quality of incoming information [1–6]. Usage of technical means of students’ power abilities’ control ensures 
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current monitoring: time of receiving information (usually within 20-60 sec); time of looking through the received 
data, analysis of results.  

Automated process of receiving and processing of monitoring information permits to substantially 
improve quickness of information’s obtaining and assessment in real time mode. It significantly shortens time 
losses for testing procedures. It is an important factor of increasing of control effectiveness. Monitoring of 
exercise’s execution by group of students is possible with the help of one device as well as it is possible to conduct 
individual monitoring for every separate student.  

High volume of information of current and operative control during course of physical education in SHG 
requires automation of receiving of multiple testing results. All these significantly simplify work of specialist on 
formulation of conclusions for taking further managing decisions. The offered automatic system ensures storage 
of information of monitoring multiple data. Such technology significantly influences on perfection of 
organizational forms of physical education. Presentation of results in the form of electronic protocol permits to 
significantly simplify search and interpretation of the received results during all course of training.  It ensures 
storage of information and convenient looking through its structure and dynamic. In this case opportunities of 
testing results’ processing expand. The created data base permits to have testing protocol just after 15-20 seconds 
after its finish.   

For the first time we received scientifically grounded electronic system of complex informational-
technological provisioning of test control of students’ power abilities [16]. Implementation of the system in 
physical education process of students permits to unify and accelerate receiving and processing of results of 
monitoring. In this case effectiveness of training process’s managing increases on the base of operative correction 
of individual pedagogic impacts.  

Such monitoring of power abilities’ functional state excludes subjective assessment of student’s position 
and setting of force vector. The advantages of the offered system are:  

1. standardizing of test monitoring procedure;  
2. objectivity of control, that envisages removal of devices’ dependence on object and subject of monitoring;  
3. convenience in usage and portability of device;  
4. current monitoring: consists of time of information’s receiving (usually within 20-60 seconds), time of looking 

though obtained data and analysis of results;  
5. ensuring of long-term observation with renewal of processing results;  
6. high confidentiality of monitoring: system of high sensitivity registers the least deviation from pre-set 

parameters of exercise’s fulfillment;  
7. automatic obtaining of results of multiple testing; quick fulfillment of complex calculations with displaying 

results in digital or graph form;   
8. convenience of looking through the structure of received results and their dynamic.  

The enlisted factors to the fullest extent ensure promptness of obtaining of confident testing results and 
increase of control effectiveness in physical education of SHG students. Such approach permits to systemize 
scientific researches in the field of SHG physical education for obtaining of objective comprehensive information.  

Conclusions  
1. Application of technical means in system of test control of SHG students envisages ensuring of 

metrological confidence of the used methodic. Automated electronic measuring structure has been offered for the 
first time.   

2. The worked out system has significant advantages, comparing with existing monitoring methodic and 
control of power abilities’ functional state. Scientific potential of technical provisioning of control means in SHG 
permits to realize control and assessment of indicators at high level of objectivity.  

3. The main methodic result of our work is the fact that application of the offered by us electronic system 
permits to intensify testing process in the course of physical education of students with health problems. It permits 
to complexly solve the problems of current control and to make rather substantiated conclusions about corrections 
(if required) in training program, in compliance with the received results.    
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